CorpSync
Seamlessly Synchronize your Corporate Directory with your
Smartphones or Tablets
The Problem

Adding or finding contacts on smartphones requires manual entry or
retrieving them from an external source, which increases time spent on
repetitive tasks and decreases productivity.

Our Solution

CorpSync is web-based technology that automatically updates contacts
and personalized corporate information in Outlook, Android, iPhones,
Smartphones, BlackBerry and any other mobile device that
synchronizes with Microsoft Exchange.
Smartphones phones and other mobile devices are quickly becoming
the ideal communication tool for busy professionals who like to stay in
touch with their office, or when away from their desks.
With CorpSync, working with mobile devices can be more efficient. Users will no longer have to manually enter a contact’s information
(e.g., telephone, email, position, etc.) into the device or retrieve it from an outside source or third party application, thereby saving time
and increasing productivity for all users subscribed to this platform.

Contact us for a free 3-month trial!
(Limited TIme Offer)

Features & Advantages
• Stay in touch with your organization regardless of your location.
• Receive automatic contact information as they change in source systems and refreshes distribution lists as employees
join or leave the company.

• Resume communications and exchange critical information with other users during network outages.
• Increase productivity of your field workers and employees who are frequently away from the office.
• Browse contacts even when there is no network connection.
• Seamlessly integrates with Exchange Server and BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES).
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SEE SIDE 2

Learn more at www.PaayaTech.com/CorpSync

How it works
1 Collection
The corporate contact information, from one or many sources (e.g., HR database, contact management applications, Microsoft Active Directory), is loaded or updated onto the
CorpSync centralized database automatically.

2 Processing
The distribution lists are refreshed following updates to a contact's employment status,
job category, title, departments, and various other fields.

3 Distribution
The contact data (vCard) is processed through PaayaTech proprietary “push services,”
which distributes the information to a subscriber’s smartphone. Only contacts within
distribution lists, to which users are subscribed to, will be pushed (e.g. Partner List).

4

Maintenance & Updates

An intuitive, web-based application that enables personnel (e.g., IT) to:

•
•
•
•

Manage corporate information (e.g., emergency list, memos, and guidelines).
Manage subscription lists
Create virtual contacts (e.g., “Help Desk”)
Add, modify, delete contact information if it does not come from any source system.

About PaayaTech

PaayaTech designs, develops, and supports custom applications and enterprise-wide solutions for companies of all sizes in different
market sectors to dramatically enhance user experience, foster collaboration and increase business productivity.

• CorpSync: Our Web-based technology that automatically updates contact and personalized corporate information in Outlook,
Smartphones, or any other mobile device that synchronizes with Microsoft Exchange.

• CorpIntake: Our Web-based technology that captures client and matter related information in one sharable location. This expedites

the process of checking for conflicts and opening a matter for a client because it allows users to view, manage, and receive information
in real time.

• EPlus: Our Web-based application which integrates with Thomson Elite and enables users to manage day-to-day financial activities
more effectively and efficiently.

•DocBuilder: This Microsoft Word tool bar enables users to generate legal and professional documents more in a more efficient way.
We also provide technology-enabled services to solve complex problems, provide business intelligence, integrate internal systems into
one platform, and other consulting services.

CONTACT US TO BOOK YOUR FREE DEMO
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